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Abstract The nonstationary multi-phase free boundary problem for the equations 
of motion of general fluids is investigated. The proof is given by the 
well-known theory of parabolic system in Holder spaces. . 
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L- Introduction. There are many famous and interesting problems in hydro-
dynamics, whose outstanding feature is somewhat paradoxical fact that the 
boundary of the flow is itself not given. While there is a great variety of 
problems with free boundaries, some of which were already investigated in 
Newton's day, it seems to the present author that they do study just a little 
from both a real physical and a strict mathematical point of view. 
The one-phase free boundary problems for incompressible viscous fluids 
are discussed by Solonnikov [51 and Beaie [1,21 and those for compressible 
ones, by Tani [7] and Secchi-Valli [3]. 
But concerning the multi-phase free boundary problems both for incom-
pressible and compressible viscous fluids there is only one result [8,9], as 
far as the author knows until now. 
In this paper, we confine ourselves to the multi-phase free boundary 
problem for the system of differential equations of motion of compressible 
viscous isotropic Newtonian fluids, say general fluids. 
Notation. For a domain Q in E . any non-negative integer n and 
a e(0,1), we define: 
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C*~tf >-«(*). defined on n | | | f II £n+a)s I \B*xt\®K J |n»f | l
a ) <W, 
|sT»0 x a |sT-n x n 
<^' ( B* a ) / 2 (S r ) -{g(x.t ) , defined on ( ^ [ O . T ] | | |g | |I
n + a ) = 
2r*îs|-0 * x T̂ 2r*|s|-n * X X , 1 * Г 
I \»yxS$
n'2r'H*a)/2)<^. 
2r+|s|«max(n-l-0) z x ^T 
— n 
Bn(Q )»{h(x,t), defined on Q_. I I |D.fo*h| ^ J < •-}, 
1 l r+|s|»0 z x n 
Bn+a(QT)«{h(x,t), defined on Q | \ |D*D^| i
0 ) * I I ^ D ^ ^ W , 
1 T
 r * | s | « 0
 t x Q T p + | s | - - n t X Q T 
(D , D D and | s | are defined in a conventional way) 
|f |i°>-sup|f(x)|, \t\g>. sup |x-xT a | f (x)- f(x ' ) l , 
Si x,x'€Q,x^x* 
• |g|^}-s«p|g(x.t) | , l ^ l ^ - C x . O . C ^ ^ e ^ . . x ^ x - «x-xf ral*Cx.t:)-gCx' .t:) i. 
|glt
C°i * sup _ | t-tM-
a |g(x,t)-g(x,t') | , | g | I a ) H g | C t * | g | C t 2 ) . 
*»**r (x,t),(x,t»)eQT,t?-t' %
 X,^T t , qT 
Using local coordinates, it is not difficult to define such spaces for functions 
defined on the boundary of Q. The same notations will be used for the spaces 
of vector functions, whose norms are supposed to be equal to the sum of the 
norms of all its components. For the Holder exponent a=l, notations such as 
| g V — are used. By Q*}* ((0,°-)x(0,«)), we mean the set of all functions 
q(p,8) which are defined on (0,«)x(0,»), n-times partially differentiable 
and their n-th order derivatives are locally Lipschitz continuous there. 
£• jfcatement of the problem. It is natural and plausible, to the present 
author, that the movement of one fluid acts upon those of others and the move-
ment necessarily accompanies heat change and vice versa, so that we consider 
the multi-phase free boundary problem arising from the movement of a finite 
number, say n, of nonmiscible general fluids. 
Let «0 [resp. nt,Q2,•••-$* V be a bounded or unbounded domain in R 
[resp. aQ] with a boundary r [resp. l\ ,r_,••*,r ]; the distances between 
r. and T. (j,k-»0,l, •••,n; ji-k) be supposed to be positive; the exterior 
1 k 
boundary r*n be assumed to be rigid. We set 
"o-Vp.V 
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ft. if there is no ke{l,2, •••,n}-{i} such that Q.Dil. , , j j k 
• \^/ n if there are ke{l,2,••«,n}-{j} such that n .3f l . . 
k.fl.cQ. K J K 
k j Denoting by o).(t), the domain of the fluid at time t which initially occupies 
<-•• ( J S ° A » * ' * , " ) , then our problem consists of finding the domain o).(t) 
and the function (pC:,) ,vC:,) ,8C:,)) defined on w.(t) (j*0,l, ...,n) satisfying 
the system of differential equations: 
[ i ] « V » - - p H V v « \ uDt 
Ci) < p«WJ)vCJ).vpCJ).p(J)fCJ)i LDt 
lp« )e« )[^]« )S« ).7.(x« )7e« ))*W« )(7.v« )) 2 +2u«
)D« ):0« ) 
in«0"Cj)2 ,t)6R4|x€a).(t), t€(0,T)> (T > 0) , 
the initial conditions 
C2) (P(j),vC«,eC«)|t=0=cP^
),v^,9«))(x) cxe-j). 
the boundary conditions 
vC^.vCJ'), PC^)nC^)(x,t)-:PCJ,)nC^)(x,t), 
(3) ' Q t t K Q ( y \ « C j ) 7 e C j ) . n C j ) ( x > t ) , ( C C j ' ) 7 9 c j ' ) . n C j ' ) ( X f t ) 
on 3««»j>Tn
3wjffT 
for Vj,j' e {0,1, •••,n} (j>-j') satisfying 3u». Tf\9w., TJ*0, 
(4) vC0) =0 (non-slip condition), 9C0)=-9e on rQ T 5 rQ x [0,T], 
and the equations 
(5) [ ^ ] C J S S J , ) F C j S ! J , ) ( x , t ) = 0 on 3 U j J A 3 - j t ) T (* 0 ) . 
Here p C^=p C j ) (x,t) is the density, vCj)=vCj) (x,t)-*(vCj) ,vCj) ,vC:,')) is the 
velocity of the fluid at time t at the point x-^x^x^x,,), f^.f^'fx.t) 
is a vector of external forces and 9^)=-9^:,) (x,t) is the absolute temperature. 
The pressure p , the entropy S , the coefficients of viscosity v 
and u' , and the coefficient of heat conduction K ^ ' are given functions 
of the variables p^JJ and e ^ satisfying the conditions u , < , 
SCj") (=3SCj)/36Cj)) >0, 2uC:l) +3u,C:J) >0. 7= ( 3 j3x 1 , 3 j3x 2 , 3 j3x ; J ); [~]
 Cj)* 
9 
ij3t + (vCj)-7);PC:l) * (-pCj)+u,C:J)(7-vC:J))]I + 2uCj)DC:,);I is the identity 
matrix of order 3;DlJ)=*DC:,) (vC:,)) is a matrix with elements D C j ) . , « 
-!iOv
Cj)/3xk*3v
Cj)/9x.), i,k*l,2,3;DCj):DCj)4^k D ^ D ^ ^ a ) . ^ ) is the 
boundary of u.(t);3u. T*{(x,t)|x63u>.(t), t«[0,T]};F*^*
J )(x,t) is such as 
9u).(t)A 3u ft) = {x£R
3 j FCJ3:j,)Out)«0>;nCj)-mCj)(x,t) is a unit normal 
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i ifc«0, 
vector at x€ &ú.(t)f\ 3u.t (t) pointing into the interior of «.ft)fn^,)-
. -o)). j j J 
Throughout this páper we assumě that the compatibility conditions are 
valid even if they are not written down explicitly. 
Our aain result is the following: 
Theorem. Supppse (VJ^T^ >--sT 6 cřH%(a%(09l))9 <fi« f r ., iy > 0 (3,h* 
U»;nijnk) <*) ($> ,v(Q3> aS(Q3) )€ (f^íZ.) * ̂ (Z.)^ (ř^U.) (0<^3')<m 
*(0*}M±P0(Í)' O ^ ^ f M ^ i $>, **>, £>. rf> are constants) 
(Wsh—.n) W) f(Úk B2mt*IR2 x [0,T])M l \jyjt* !
 (LL < *- U-Osl, 
„W ,« ' , Sy.s>o (é-o.i.-.n) (v) 98€^
I + a / 2rr0 > r;. 
Then ťhere existe a unique solution (p 3 ,v 3' ,r3) ) (j***),!,"*^) of (V* 
<S), uHch belongs to i^fáV > x QW&g'> « (?£'1+°/S 0 1 ) (0<o(*} < 
~p(3konstant, 0 < e 3) < 9 ( 3 ) konstant ) for some T'€ (0,T) f j * 0 , l , " ' , n ) . 
£• Sketch of the oroof of Theorem. Since we háve already proved in [8] the 
analogous theorem for two-phase free boundary problém of generál fluids in 
detail and the samé arguements are applicable in the present čase, we give 
here only the sketch of the proof of the above theorem. 
1°. First of a l l , we transform the equations (1) by the characteristic trans-
formation Hx , t :(x,t)i-»(xn ,tn) which i s defined by the relation 
Xg,tQ u 
x « x Q * j ° v C j ) (x 0 ,T)dTix(x 0 , t 0 ;v C j ) ) ( v C j ) ( x 0 , t 0 ) - n ^ ^ t v ( ^ ( x , t ) ) 
into the form 
•a)' ( j )í8)iq , c , )->- t" ( , )V» , ( , ) )*" , ( , )c ,;«)-* (J , ,a* 
^ t í J D . ( J ) ( » « > ) : » . ( J ) ^ » ) * a a ) 2 6 ( » . « ) J % ( J ) ^ 
(j»0, l ,«-«,n) . 
Here ( p ( j \ § ( j ) ) (xQ .t0) '- l£] f o ( j ) . 0 ( j ) ) ( x , t ) , < f } - O x C x ^ . v " V * 0 } " 1 -
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V j ) * C V j ) , l ' 7 v C J ) . 2 ' V j ) , S ) ^ 3 ) ; ' ; * C a / a X ° ' 1 ' a / 3 X O - 2 ' a / a X O ' 3 ) ' 
riCJ) ( v U J ) is a matrix with elements -=r(V f.s v> «>ч 
,* 
7
m *Í Л ) (iA-l.2, 
V» 
3). 
Integrating the equations (6)-, we can reduce our problem to the initial-
boundary value problem for the parabolic system (6)- , with 
* c, o 




( v Ш . S Ш ) ( x 0 , 0 W v
C j ) , 8 0
Л ) K x 0 ) on » (J«l ,2,---,n), 
Ş C J ) . / Í J ) n ( J ) f x . ftУ).AУ)nlІ')(x j 
;CJ).VCJ') ? °
 ( V - T " C V aCJ).âCJ') 
ř И ) 4 ( J ) n ( J ) ( X o ) 
|tfi) 7F, C J ) | 
( ' , ( J ) § Ш ) 
^ j , ) 4 C j , ) « c з , ) c x 0 ) . ( J I Î 
(VJ')8 Ь ^CJ-JЦJ'), 
on [3w.r^ 3w., ]*[0,T] for Vj,j»€ {0,1,•••,n> (jj-j1) satisfying 
3w^n 3OK, j -0 , 
(9) v
( 0 ) * 0 , ( 0 ) « § on Г 0,T* 
where P ( j ) - {-p ( j ) + »• C j ) 7 . ( j ) - v
( : l ) ] I • 2 v ( j ) D ^ m ( v
( j ) ) , F ( j ) (xQ) » F
( j ) (xQ,0) , 
n ( j ) ( x 0 ) - n
( j ) ( x 0 , 0 ) . 
(6)«v(9) can be written in a shorter form 
ib.«,-tfЧ-v-a)л-a)^Ч.v-CJ)î in <4 3 ) . 
(Ю) 
. ( 0 ) . 
a u ) /•- .. M(J) .ţ 
V o' 
ИCJ), .o |t0«o °' 




n " ' ( x 0 ) | \cfy^lrҺ^\ 
• ( x 0 , t 0 , w
( j ) , w ( j , ) ) on ^ . n ^ J M O J ] , 
where w ( 5 ) «(v C j ) -v C j ) , § C ^ - 8 C j ) ) , Q^)»ca.xC0,T) , (j^ (x0>tQ,w
Cj) ;v) and 
B (xQ>t0»
w »V) are matrices with elements 2nd and 1st order differential 
operators respectively. 






(J), i» QCJ), 
C U ) J W C O ) = (0,5 e-9
C O )) on r 0 > T, 
f[ BC3)(xQ,t0,w
C3);7) ^W C 3 ) - ( B(3,)(x0,t0,w
(3,);?) \ w ( 3 , ) = 
l\4C3)(w(3))n(3)(x0)|/ V q p v ^ V
3 ' ^ 1 
• +(x0,t0,w
(1),w(3,)) on [3oj.n3^.,]x [O.T]. 




n))l «tj)it ,0 = o> 
V->T x 0 >t Q I x0,tQ I |tQ U 
||w(^|| (2) <M ( j ), |»«W(3)|(a) ..<*& (j«0,l....,n)} 
( l|wCj)|| C?->- I |o!f DS w ( j ) | ( ° ) . J for any positive number M ( j ) and 
rP;^ 2r+|s|«0 t0 X0 QOJ l 
fi) a positive number H^ determined l a t e r . 
We note the two facts: 
(a) The system of differential equations (11) is uniformly parabolic in the 
sense of Petrowsky (modulo of parabolicity 6) for a suitably chosen T. 
(b) When we consider the same problem as (11) in (R+= {x =(x0 1,x 2,x , ) | 
xn * > 0 ^ » tne complementing condition holds (see [6,81). 
(b) garantees the possibility for the construction of the regularizer of (11) 
3 
in the half space H +, from which, together with the partition of unity, 
follows the solvability of auxiliary linearized problem (11): 
There exists a unique solution W ( : j )6C +a*1+a (Q (^) of (11) satisfying 
x0* 0 the estimates 
| H»CJ) II % - [CC3)CT,MC3)) *C ( 1 ) (T,MC3))MC3)] (T°/2 . T 1 + a / 2 ) , 
(12) 1 |wW C 3 )| C a )_ ( j ) < C
C 3 ) ( T , M C 3 ) ) . C C 1 ) ( T , M 1
C 1 ) ) M C 1 ) , 
X0'^T 
where C^J and C ( 3 ) increase monotonically in T and M ( J ) and C(:"-*0 
as T-»0 (j*0,l,«-«,n). If we choose the constant UyJ and T Q in such a 
way that M P ' > C ( J ' (T,M (^) • M for any positive number M _nd for such 
M ( 3 ), [ C C 1 V . M ( J ) , * M 1 ( T a / 2 * T 1 + a / 2 ) < M C 1 ) and C C 3 ) (T 0 >M
C 3 ))M C 3 ) <M. 
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then W» (WC0),..«,WCn))€(L . We denote TQ by T for s i m p l i c i t y . 
3°. Next we construct the sequence (w (x0,t0)} of successive approximate 
solutions as follows: 
0 0 0 Ti (Q) 
w (xn,t ) is defined as a solution W of (11) assuming w=(w
v ,•••, 
Then the result in 2°implies that w (m-*0,l,2, •••) are well defined and 
belong to ($_. Applying the estimates (12) to the equation concerning 
w - w -, we obtain 
m a-1* 
C13) HN«-VilH iCs^^^HIVi-Vzlll 
( I I M H l i l l w ^ H ^ , M-- Z M J ^ - M . - l & h where C,-*0 as T-»0. 
j-0 qU} l j -0 l l j-0 l * 
Therefore the sequence (w (x0,tQ)} converges to
 w(x0*
t
n) uniformly if we 
choose T'€(0,T] so as to satisfy C3(T',M1,M2) <1. Then v= (v
C0),-..,vCn)) 
«w'*v 0 (w*(w',w4), v *(v
C0),-..,vCn))), § « w 4 * 8 0 (e0-:(8
C0),...,8Cn))), 
j5(xQ,t0) »p0(xQ) exp[- vdxl is our desired solution of (6)^(9). The 
uniqueness of the solution follows from the uniqueness of the solution of (10), 
which is proved by the fact that two solutions supposed to exist satisfy the 
inequality analogous to (13). 
4°. The unique solution of the original free boundary problem (1)^(5) can be 
obtained by the formulae 
(pCj)(x,tJf v
Cj)(x,t), 9Cj)(x,t), Uj(t))« 
• n J t ^ ^ V V ' ;(i)(xo'V' 8(J)CVV' "j> CJ-O.l. — .n). 
The positivity and boundedness of p and 8 are obvious from our construction 
method. 
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